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The Concorde Story

Concorde Conspiracy', the story of Concorde and the American Supersonic Transport (SST) project, is one of spies, lies,
arrogance, dirty tricks and presidential hatred. It is one of deceit, treachery, mistrust and confusion. The Americans were
initially dismissive of Anglo-French efforts, then arrogant to the point that they thought that not only could they do better,
but they were the only ones capable of completing the project. President Kennedy said "...make it happen, make it
bigger, make it faster." He might have added: "...make it to beat my presidential in France". This is the story of ten years
of behind the scenes political intrigue, the author making use of inside information from two American Presidents, the
CIA, and teh Federal Aviation Authority.
The inside story of this world-famous supersonic passenger jet by the former British chief test pilot
The Concorde StorySeventh EditionOsprey Publishing
This gem of a gift book focuses on the first in the British Airways fleet to fly commerically, and is told through quotes from
staff and passengers.
When commercial services began in 1976, Concorde quickly established herself as one of the wonders of the modern
technical world. This lavishly illustrated sixth edition traces Concorde's development from inception to withdrawal. It
investigates how the Anglo-French Alliance tackled the project, Concorde's entry into service and the aircraft's eventual
commercial success. Other SST (supersonic transport) projects are considered, as is the future of SST aviation. With
reference to the official report, the tragic event at Gonesse in July 2000 is analysed in-depth and outstanding questions
concerning the accident are considered together with why Concorde was withdrawn from service. The last chapter
describes Concorde's 'Grand Finale'.
Concentrating on the technical and engineering aspects of Concorde, this Aerospatiale/BAC Concorde manual gives rare
insights into owning, operating, servicing and flying the supersonic airliner. Although the British and French Concorde
fleets were prematurely retired in 2003, interest in this marvel of design and technology remains undiminished and all
who admire Concorde will relish the unique information provided in this innovative title.
Concorde flew for 34 years and is still unmatched. Much has been written about the aeroplane itself, but relatively little
about the people who designed it. This book is partly an autobiography and encompasses some of the team, several
technicalities and a good measure of the lighter side of the job, especially during the period of actual design. Ted Talbot,
who began his career at BAC as an aerodynamicist and became chief design engineer, has combined the technical
narrative with personal and family reminiscences to remind the reader that engineers have a life too. The path to Mach 2
was bumpy, with threats of cancellation and opposition from the Americans and the Russians, but this generally indicated
to the Concorde team that they were on the right path!
Forty-seven accurate drawings of man's most important flying achievements. 18th-century balloons, 19th-century dirigibles, the
Spirit of St. Louis, fighters, bombers, the Concorde, and the Space Shuttle.
A pocket-sized pictorial account of this much-loved and iconic aircraft.
"A visually stunning history of the iconic supersonic jet" -- back cover.
The captivating story of the titans, engineers, and pilots who raced to design a safe and lucrative passenger jet. In Jet Age,
journalist Sam Howe Verhovek explores the advent of the first generation of jet airliners and the people who designed, built, and
flew them. The path to jet travel was triumphal and amazingly rapid-less than fifty years after the Wright Brothers' first flight at Kitty
Hawk, Great Britain led the world with the first commercial jet plane service. Yet the pioneering British Comet was cursed with a
tragic, mysterious flaw, and an upstart Seattle company put a new competitor in the sky: the Boeing 707 Jet Stratoliner. Jet Age
vividly recreates the race between two nations, two global airlines, and two rival teams of brilliant engineers for bragging rights to
the first jet service across the Atlantic Ocean in 1958. At the center of this story are great minds and courageous souls, including
Sir Geoffrey de Havilland, who spearheaded the development of the Comet, even as two of his sons lost their lives flying earlier
models of his aircraft; Sir Arnold Hall, the brilliant British aerodynamicist tasked with uncovering the Comet's fatal flaw; Bill Allen,
Boeing's deceptively mild-mannered president; and Alvin "Tex" Johnston, Boeing's swashbuckling but supremely skilled test pilot.
The extraordinary airplanes themselves emerge as characters in the drama. As the Comet and the Boeing 707 go head-to-head,
flying twice as fast and high as the propeller planes that preceded them, the book captures the electrifying spirit of an era: the Jet
Age. In the spirit of Stephen Ambrose's Nothing Like It in the World, Verhovek's Jet Age offers a gorgeous rendering of an exciting
age and fascinating technology that permanently changed our conception of distance and time, of a triumph of engineering and
design, and of a company that took a huge gamble and won.
Concorde remains one of the most iconic and most beautiful aircraft ever to take to the skies and as a result many aspects of its
development and its operational career have been covered frequently both in books and magazine articles. However, this book
provides genuinely new perspectives on the Concorde program as it explores how this great aircraft came into being,
concentrating both on the design and development aspects of the airliner and on the political background to this exercise in Anglo-
French collaboration. Early chapters look at the various supersonic transport proposals mooted both in Britain and France before
Concorde. The following sections examine areas relating to the practical difficulties of supersonic flight such as supersonic booms.
The narrative then moves on to how the British and French work was merged into a single program. Later portions of the book
describe the flight test program leading up to service entry in 1976 and the text is complimented by an extensive range of
photographs and drawings, a great many of which are previously unpublished.
When the Air France Concorde crashed outside Paris in July 2000, it looked like the end for the world's most famous airliner. In
this updated edition, former British chief test pilot Brian Trubshaw gives his opinions about the causes of the Paris crash, the
resulting enquiry and Concorde's future.
Viscount, Comet and ConcordeSubtitled: The Story of Three Pioneer Airliners of the Postwar Era. The Vickers Viscount was the
worlds first turboprop airliner and remains Britains most successful commercial airliner. The de Havilland Comet, appearing in
1949, was the worlds first jet airliner. And the BAC-Aerospatiale Concorde is the only supersonic transport to have achieved the
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status of regular airline service, cruising over long distances at twice the speed of sound. Detailed highlights of each aircrafts
development and operational history. Legends of the Air 3. Sftbd., 8 1/2x 11, 196 pgs., 32 color pgs.
This stylishly illustrated book looks back at the future of air travel and is as sleek and elegant as the Concorde aircraft it celebrates. When the
first commercial Concordes zoomed off the runways in Paris and London in the late 1960s, crossing the Atlantic in just under three hours,
they established a new standard for luxury flight. Powered by 38,000 pounds of thrust and easily recognizable with its delta wing and
drooping nose, the Concorde jet embodied the pinnacle of aviation technology and industrial design. It quickly became the preferred mode of
transatlantic flight for superstars and business moguls alike. Opening with a lively history of the jet and how it changed travel, the book
focuses on the look and feel of the Concorde. Photos of the jet's evolving interiors show how the original, starkly designed cabin gave way to
luxury seats and interiors designed by the likes of Sir Terence Conran and Andrée Putman. Filled with fascinating historical and technical
background, and drawn from the author's personal collection of more than one thousand Concorde-related objects, this elegant book offers
rarely seen historical photography and firsthand contributions from the people who helped create the Concorde experience from take-off to
landing and beyond.
The creators of The World Record Paper Airplane Book devise twelve small-scale models, decorated with original full-color graphics, for
making seventy-four airplanes, using simple folding instructions in a handy pocket guide. Original. 75,000 first printing.
Guns N' Roses fans know the Use Your Illusion tour went on nonstop from 1991 to 1993. They know that concerts sold out in minutes all over
the world so fans could hear chart-topping singles Welcome to the Jungle, Sweet Child of Mine, Paradise City, and November Rain live. They
know the Use Your Illusion tour was the last for the band with Slash and Duff. But they've only heard rumors of the behind-the-scenes
shenanigans. Fortunately for fans, Craig Duswalt hasn't just heard rumors—he knows what went on backstage on one of the longest and most
popular music events because he lived it. As Axl Rose's personal manager during the ridiculously long world tour, Duswalt experienced
things that would make most people run the other way and never look back. And in Welcome to My Jungle, he shares the sometimes
hilarious, sometimes just plain reckless, and always insane actual happenings on the tour. A true must-read for Guns N' Roses fans,
Welcome to My Jungle delights readers with hilarious and entertaining exclusive firsthand stories like: •The day Axl Rose, Kurt Cobain, and
Courtney Love got into a “huge war" backstage at the MTV Awards •Why Guns N' Roses are forever linked to Charles Manson •The night
Liz Taylor walked in on a very nude Slash—and stayed a while Featuring little-known facts for the ultimate GN'R fan, Welcome To My Jungle
gives an inside look at what it's really like to live and work with a hugely popular band, from the middle of a rock and roll hurricane.
The gripping true tale of a devastating plane crash, the investigation into its causes, and the race to prevent similar disasters in the future. On
July 25, 2000, a Concorde, the world's fastest passenger plane, was taking off from Charles de Gaulle Airport in Paris when it suddenly burst
into flames. An airliner capable of flying at more than twice the speed of sound, the Concorde had completed 25 years of successful flights,
whisking wealthy passengers--from diplomats to rock stars to corporate titans--between continents on brief and glamorous flights. Yet on this
fateful day, the chartered Concorde jet, en route to America, crashed and killed all 109 passengers and crew onboard and four people on the
ground. Urgent questions immediately arose as investigators scrambled to discover what had gone wrong. What caused the fire? Could it
have been prevented? And, most urgently, was the Concorde safe to fly? Last Days of the Concorde addresses these issues and many
more, offering a fascinating insider's look at the dramatic disaster, the hunt for clues, and the systemic overhauls that followed the crash.
Describes the high art and technical bravura behind creating some of the smallest living spaces in the world. With photographs of aircraft
interiors from leading carriers, this book fully details the variety, as well as the creative breadth, behind them.
This study of the famed supersonic commercial transport examines the history, design production and service of the Concorde, from the initial
planning stages to the aircraft's first flight in 1975 and the tragic accident in France in July 2000. The story begins with a brief background of
supersonic flight and a look at plans dating as far back as the 1950s for a commercial SST. The story of how the eventual Anglo-French
collaborative adventure took root despite political differences is accompanied by a complete design and testing history, complete technical
specifications and more than 150 photographs and illustrations.
"This book is an attempt to explain the technology of the world's most beautiful aeroplane, both for those with a professional interest and for
the general reader." So began the introduction to the classic Concorde: New Shape in the Sky, the original edition of this book, published in
1982. The story is here brought up to date for the new millennium, covering some 20 years continued airline service, a decade of research
effort to explore the prospects for a second-generation supersonic transport (SST), and the crucial implications of the tragic accident at
Gonesse, France, on 25 July 2000. The story of the world's only successful supersonic transport is told largely in the words of the participants
-- the scientists, designers and engineers, pilots, civil servants and managers. Their words bring the project to life; their achievement is
unique. Neither of the rival contenders matched this success. The planned American SST had been aborted by the US Congress in 1971,
and the Russian rival, the Tupolev Tu-144, failed in service -- though, ironically, it re-emerged in 1996-99 as a supersonic flying laboratory for
the American High Speed Research programme. In a new, final chapter, the book traces the sequence of events leading to the July 2000
accident at Gonesse and describes the outcome of the meticulous investigation that followed. The author concludes by drawing together the
main lessons to be learned from the truly heroic endeavour that is the Concorde project.
Beskriver Concorde-flyets udviklingshistorie og anvendelse i luftfartens overlydsflyvning.
From her first commercial flight in 1976, and throughout 27 years of service, Concorde was hailed as a technological
wonder. The only passenger airliner capable of maintaining speeds in excess of Mach 2 for more than two hours at a
time, she became one of the most iconic aircraft ever built. Drawing on a wealth of research as well as his own first-hand
experience, former Concorde pilot Christopher Orlebar explores the rich history that forged an aviation legend, and
examines the many challenges faced by her designers in their pursuit of supersonic commercial passenger travel.
Featuring stunning photography of Concorde, from design and development to her retirement in 2003, this book tells the
story of one of the greatest engineering and technological feats of modern history.
Recounts the crash of the Concorde in 2000, events leading up to the tragedy, the investigation that followed, and
ramifications of the first fatal accident involving this supersonic passenger jet.
La Place de la Concorde Suisse is John McPhee's rich, journalistic study of the Swiss Army's role in Swiss society. The
Swiss Army is so quietly efficient at the art of war that the Isrealis carefully patterned their own military on the Swiss
model.
Concorde is the world’s most famous passenger transport aircraft and an icon of 20th century design. When British
Airways and Air France withdrew their Concordes from revenue service in 2003 it marked the end of a unique era in
supersonic air travel. In this full-color tribute to Concorde, Jonathan Falconer has scoured private collections, company
archives and picture libraries to bring together a stunning selection of photographs portraying Concorde, from its ground-
breaking first flights in 1969, through the glory days with British Airways and Air France, to its swansong in 2003. Many of
these photographs are previously unpublished.
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"Discover the fascinating stories behind humankind's conquest of the skies, from dreamers and inventors to modern-day
astronauts. Take a sky-high journey through the Wright brothers' first powered flight, to Concorde's final voyage, to the
tragic crash of the Columbia, and more, in this stunning book packed with information on the history of aviation. Charting
the trailblazers, jet test pilots, and constant progress at the cutting-edge of technology, every aspect of flight is explored.
Recalling memorable events of the sky - record-breaking flights, aerial warfare, and hijackings - Flight is the story of how
our dream to fly became a reality. This visual guide features remarkable photography on every page and galleries
throughout to showcase important aircraft - with multiple viewpoints and their key statistics. Anyone interested in
airplanes and vehicles of the sky, and their inventors, engineers, and pilots should have this book on their shelf.
There were fewer Concorde pilots than US astronauts, but only a handful of them ever had public prominence. This is the
story of the remarkable and precarious life of John Hutchinson, one of the rare men to pilot Concorde.
As chief test pilot for BAC in the 1960s, Brian Trubshaw was closely involved with the Anglo-French Concorde
programme and flew the supersonic aircraft on its maiden flight in 1969, remaining a key member of the test programme
after the aircraft entered airline service in 1967. This close association with Concorde affords him his unique position in
offering the inside story of the aircraft, from the early days of its planning in the 1950s, through design and pre-flight
testing, maiden flight and demonstrations, to certification and airline service. He also covers many other aspects of the
programme, from the cripplingly high development and construction costs to sales and post-delivery modification. The
book reviews Concorde's 43-year service record with British Airways and Air France, along with the prospects for its
continuation in airline service into the 21st century. The author also offers his views on the next generation of supersonic
passenger transport aircraft.
In Concorde, Jonathan Glancey tells the story of this magnificent and hugely popular aircraft anew, taking the reader
from the moment Captain Chuck Yeager first broke the sound barrier in 1947 through to the last commercial flight of the
supersonic airliner in 2003. It is a tale of national rivalries, technological leaps, daring prototypes, tightrope politics, and a
dream of a Dan Dare future never quite realized. Jonathan Glancey traces the development of Concorde not just through
existing material and archives, but through interviews with those who lived with the supersonic project from its inception.
The result is a compelling mix of overt technological optimism, a belief that Britain and France were major players in the
world of civil as well as military aviation, and faith in an ever faster, ever more sophisticated future. This is a celebration,
as well as a thoroughly researched history, of a truly brilliant machine that became a sky god of its era.
Little pilots can learn all about exciting airplanes and famous aviators in this high-flying Little Golden Book! Climb aboard
and soar the skies with this adventure-filled look at a subject all children are fascinated by: airplanes! Full of exciting
illustrations, simple sentences, and unbelievable facts and stories about some of the most memorable aviators (the
Wright brothers, Charles Lindberg, Bessie Coleman, Amelia Earhart) and airplanes (the Concorde, the B-2, the 747), My
Little Golden Book About Airplanes is a celebration of the dreamers and doers of aviation.
This fully revised edition of The Concorde Story, published to coincide with the anniversary of the aircraft's first landing at
Heathrow, is a complete history of Concorde. When commercial air services were launched in 1976, Concorde was
hailed as one of the wonders of the technological world. Lavishly illustrated throughout, this new edition documents the
early difficulties encountered on the way to commercial success as well as examining the tragic event at Gonesse in
2000. With a new section on the after-story of the airplane and a look at what the future holds for supersonic aircraft, this
is the definitive book for all Concorde fans.
This is a tribute to a remarkable aircraft, her legendary career, and to the outstanding achievement of the designers and
engineers who made Concorde possible.
The story of this magnificent and hugely popular aircraft is told here anew, taking the reader from the moment Captain
Chuck Yeager first broke the sound barrier in 1947 to the last commercial flight in 2003. It is a tale of national rivalries,
technological leaps, daring prototypes, tightrope politics, and a dream of a Dan Dare future never quite realized. This
book traces the development of Concorde not just through existing material and archives, but through interviews with
those who lived with the supersonic project from its inception. The result is a compelling mix of overt technological
optimism and faith in an ever faster, ever more sophisticated future.
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